
 

 

SUMMARY OF THE NEWS OF THE WEEK FROM SUNDAY 23 TO SATURDAY JANUARY 29, 2022. 

 

1.- THE NATIONAL TRANSITION COUNCIL HAS PUBLISHED THE FINAL LIST OF CANDIDATES. 

PORT-AU-PRINCE-ECONOMIST FRITZ ALPHONSE JEAN 
AND FORMER SENATOR EDGARD LEBLANC FILS 
TODAY FILED THEIR DOCUMENTS BEFORE THE 
NATIONAL TRANSITION COUNCIL AND ARE RUNNING 
FOR THE POSITION OF INTERIM GOVERNMENT 
PRESIDENT. 

The coordinating team of the Montana Agreement, 
which was signed by hundreds of organizations and 
unions, had set the deadline for Monday the 24th, for 

platforms to designate a personality for the positions of head of state and prime minister as 
part of their proposal for a two-year transitional government, which will allow the country's 
acute crisis to be overcome, empower state institutions and hold elections at the end of the 
period. 

Thus, the National Transitional Council announced, through a press release published on 
January 26, the definitive list of candidates for prime minister in what would be a transitional 
government with a duration of 2 years, a period after which elections will be held. . 

2 candidates for the post of president of the transition period were announced: the economist 
Edgard Leblanc Fils and Fritz Alphonse Jean, they also presented the corresponding documents 
to apply for the post of prime minister: Philippe Jean Enold Buteau, Steven Benoit, Bonivert 
Claude, Iswick Théophin. According to the document released by the structure of the Montana 
Agreement, the people to apply must be of Haitian nationality, without ever having renounced 
it, not being associated with financial and/or blood crimes or having been denounced by public 
outcry, and be at least 35 years old. The Monitoring Office (BSA) analyzed the documentation 
submitted and only then was the final list of candidates released. The scheduled date for the 



elections is January 30, 2022. According to an agreement between Montana and PEN, a 
presidential college will direct the transition. 

Ariel Henry, the main rival of the Montana agreement 

Due to the institutional collapse that Haiti is experiencing, the government is going through a 
serious crisis of legitimacy, this, added to a marked deterioration in security, has triggered a 
complex and multidimensional crisis, further aggravating the violations of rights, such as the 4.6 
million people who live in humanitarian emergency conditions. 

While the Montana deal process progresses to find a Haitian solution to the crisis, elsewhere 
the de facto prime minister continues to signal his willingness to stay in power after February 7, 
2022. During his meeting with 10 senators on January 25, he declared: -no president is going to 
enter the palace on February 7-. Ariel Henry intends to perpetuate the political and terrorism 
line imposed by the late Jovenel Moïse and force a change in the Haitian constitution, carry out 
a referendum and hold elections in the country, all this having annulled the institutions, 
parliaments, opposition and imposing the terror of the gangs, giving these armed groups 
control of neighborhoods, highways and unions, forcing the population to face kidnappings and 
murders or forced displacement and migration. 

It is important to remember that Ariel Henry became Prime Minister after a Core Group tweet 
on July 20, 2021, after the assassination of President Jovenel Moïse on July 7, 2021. Several 
organizations criticized this decision. Several months later, no one in the country knows how 
long the Core Group is going to keep Ariel Henry as prime minister in Haiti. The truth is that he 
has no legitimacy in his mandate. 

The Montana agreement continues to make progress in constituting a transition period, which 
breaks what it has meant to govern in Haiti in the last period and lasts 2 years, a period that 
would allow overcoming the acute crisis in the country, rescuing and empowering state 
institutions. and only then hold elections, in order to achieve the necessary stabilization and 
consensus to address the other problems of the population. 

 

 2.- THE HAITIAN CULTURAL SECTOR IS IN MOURNING AFTER THE DEATH OF ALCIBIADE. 

ON SUNDAY, JANUARY 23, 2022, ON RADIO CARAÏBES, 
THE NEWS OF THE DEATH OF THE HAITIAN HUMORIST, 
PIERRE ROLIN NICOLAS KNOWN BY THE NICKNAME 
ALCIBIADE, WAS ANNOUNCED. HE DIED FRIDAY, 
JANUARY 21, 2022. 



The Haitian cultural sector is in mourning, after the death of humorist Pierre Rolin Nicolas, alias 
Alcibiade. He died on Friday, January 21, 2022, after bravely enduring an illness. Pierre Rolin 
Nicolas was very fond of the theater. 

Pierre Rolin, known as Alcibiade, died on Friday at the age of 83, after a long career on the 
radio, where he kept animating radio soap operas for more than 25 years. His emblematic deep 
and sonorous voice was combined with his extraordinary capacity that allowed him to alternate 
and interpret several characters in the same sketch. 

Alcibíades, in his role as humorist and playwright, imbued his works with great social content, 
sharp criticism 

During an interview he gave to the press in 2014 at his home in the municipality of Carrefour, 
Alcibiade pointed out his love for what he does and took the opportunity to recount his journey 
in the theater, he said that since he was 14 years old, I believe in of sketch and under the name 
of "Rôle" scenarios and lively radio soap operas, and of an unparalleled satirical verve, which 
deserved the recognition of generations. 

Alcibiade spent 25 years on Radio Caraïbes presenting Sunday to Sunday the space called 
"Theatrical rest" among which we remember as most outstanding Victoria, Mr. President! and 
Capitalist, among many others. We must remember, Alcibiade was one of the oldest comedians 
who recently acted in the Haitian cultural sector. The Resistance radio team and the Haitian 
Popular Press Agency (APPA) send their condolences to the families, collaborators, friends and 
fans of Alcibiade. 

 

3.- HAITI IS ROCKED BY AN EARTHQUAKE OF MAGNITUDE 5.3 DAYS AFTER THE ANNIVERSARY 
OF THE 2010 DISASTER. 

PARTIAL BALANCE: ACCORDING 
TO A PARTIAL BALANCE OF THE 
CIVIL PROTECTION OFFICE, THERE 
ARE 2 DEAD, 4 MISSING, 52 
INJURED, 191 HOMES DESTROYED 
AND 591 HOMES DAMAGED 
AFTER THE EARTHQUAKE OF 
JANUARY 24, 2022 IN THE NIPPES 
DEPARTMENT OF HAITI. 



The epicenter took place in the Nippes department, the same region that in August reported a 
7.2-magnitude tremor, with a balance of more than 2,200 deaths, 12,700 injured, more than 
130,000 homes destroyed and close to one million inhabitants in need. assistance urgently. 

This recent one occurred about 2 miles (3.2 kilometers) south-southeast of Anse-à-Veau, near 
the town of Les Cayes in the Nippes region at 8:16 am. The shock was also felt in the capital, 
Port-au-Prince. About an hour later, a second magnitude 5.1 tremor was recorded about 2.5 
miles (4 kilometers) west-southwest of Petite Rivière de Nippes. The earthquake of this past 
January 24, left a balance of 2 dead, 4 missing and 52 injured people, likewise 191 homes were 
totally destroyed and damaged 591 others. The municipalities of Anse-à-veau, Fond-des-Nègres 
and Petite Rivière, are the 3 municipalities of the Nippes department that were hit the hardest. 
On the same day of the earthquake, there were more than 30 aftershocks that were also felt in 
various departments, such as: Port-au-Prince in the West, Les Cayes in the South, Cap-Haïtien in 
the North. However, it is the department of Nippes, where the most damage was recorded. 

According to civil protection information, in Fond-des-Nègres one of the deceased worked in a 
sand quarry at the time of the earthquake in Pèmèl and the other person who died was a 
woman named Jésumène Arseille who died after a wall fell on her Body. In total, some 834 
affected families are counted in this municipality. In the municipality of Anse-à-veau there are 
another 52 injured. 

According to the director of the Mining and Energy office, engineer Claude Prépetit: only on 
Monday there have been 40 earthquake shakes. The engineer criticized the government that 
has not carried out any awareness campaign for the population despite the great risk that 
threatens the Country of Haiti. The panicked behavior of the population during the earthquake 
is evidence that there is an education problem in this regard and it is necessary to carry out 
exercises to prepare for this type of threat. 

It is important to underline that throughout the week, aftershocks continued, some of which 
were recorded reached 4.6 magnitude on the Richter scale.  

 

 

 

 

 



4.- DOWN 500 GOURDES AS MINIMUM WAGE! 

HUNDREDS OF WORKERS 
ORGANIZE PLATO IN FRONT OF 
THE CARACOL INDUSTRIEL PARC, 
TO DEMAND A WORTHY 
READJUSTMENT OF THE 
MINIMUM WAGE, CURRENTLY AT 
US$4.95 DOLLARS. 

Workers from Parc Industriel 
Caracol in the Northeast 

department of Haiti, gathered in front of the factory to demand a fair increase to 1,500 gourdes 
as the minimum wage, about US$14.85 US dollars. 

The industrial park, located in Caracol, Haiti, is a 250-hectare textile free zone project 
sponsored with funds from the Haitian government and the United States, and was inaugurated 
in 2011 by the Clinton couple, the most hated in the region after being figures that represent 
the most unfortunate imperialist corruption and one of the most nefarious not only in Haiti. 

That is why the proclamations and demands of workers expressed that these rates imposed on 
workers are ex-slavery and are not by chance, they are the result of a capitalist model based on 
racism and exploitation of workers' labor and with special hatred towards the most vulnerable 
sectors. , as are women, and working class. By being forced into outsourced contracts, they are 
stripped of their guarantees and labor rights, which is why the workers compare the current 
payment of 500 gourdes, as a sentence that is accompanied by chronic and acute lung diseases, 
which are are exposed by their exposure to contaminants without the minimum and adequate 
protection. They also complain about state negligence, which turns a deaf ear and fails to fulfill 
its role of overseeing and enforcing national labor protection laws, leaving workers out in the 
open in favor of protecting foreign multinational capital that continues to accumulate profits at 
the expense of the bodies, health and lives of its workers. 

During the sit-in and mobilizations carried out from January 17 to 21, the workers detailed how 
precarious the cost of living is in Haiti, as they have faced a high and unprecedented rise in the 
prices of basic products and services, all result of the unstable political situation, arbitrary 
increase in the cost of fuel, which makes life more expensive and reduces purchasing power for 
families, meaning that millions of Haitians find themselves in a situation of humanitarian 
emergency and food insecurity. 

For what workers, workers did not hide their anger against the bosses that hides behind the 
political and corrupt impunity of rulers and armed gangs. As a result, the workers reported 



being victims and object of sexual abuse, harassment and bullying by those responsible, events 
that have no protection in the company, 

Among other terrible working conditions for the workers in the industrial park is exposure to 
substances that are harmful to health, few breaks, at the time of carrying out the planting, the 
mobilization of workers was attacked by the police who fired tear gas at them, repressing the 
groups also with rubber bullets leaving a balance of 4 injured workers and a police agent who 
was injured when he received a stone in the eye. It is reprehensible to have opted first for a 
violent repression and with the excessive use of force, against a group of unarmed workers who 
were exercising their right to protest. We echo the claims and complaints of workers who faced 
this violent repression instead of having their demands heard. 

It is important to underline that, after this week of mobilization, the government of Ariel Henry 
published a note according to which: it will begin to talk with the bosses and the unions to find 
a solution in the interest of both parties. Which raises more doubts than hopes, because 
perhaps that promised solution will take the working class into account? Knowing its 
precedents, this misrule of the PHTK that imposes far-right measures at the service of colonial 
and racist capital, we doubt it. 

 

5.- ARIEL HENRY TALKS ABOUT ELECTIONS, THE HAITIAN PRESS IS DIVIDED. 

ON WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 2022, THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION OF HAITIAN 
JOURNALISTS (AJH), JACQUES DESROSIERS, 
DENOUNCED THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
HAITIAN MEDIA (ANMH) AND THE ASSOCIATION 
OF INDEPENDENT MEDIA (AMIH) FOR USING 
FIXED PROCESSES TO ELECT THE 
REPRESENTATIVE ON THE PROVISIONAL 
ELECTORAL COUNCIL (CEP) AND WHO 
RESPONDS DIRECTLY TO ARIEL HENRY. 

Jacques Desrosiers, the president of the Association of Haitian Journalists (AJH), denounces 
Jean Venel Remarais, the president of AMIH, and Jacques Sampeur, the president of ANMH, 
accusing them of rigging and falsifying, for vested interests, the election of the representative 
of the Haitian press in the Electoral Council that Ariel Henry wants to establish. Jacques 
Desrosiers indicated that nothing more and nothing less than a friend favorable to the vested 
interests of the sector that answers to Henry was chosen to be in charge of the Provisional 



Electoral Council. Desrosiers also stated that the election of Marco Mondésir from AMIH is 
based on friendship and nepotism, calling this act unhealthy, and a shame for the press. 

Even after an illegal and illegitimate election, the also illegitimate and forcibly imposed Prime 
Minister Ariel Henry tried to set up demagogic elections in the country. Some representatives 
of press associations and media outlets aspire to get a share of the cake offered by Ariel Henry. 

It is important to underline that the de facto Prime Minister Ariel Henry and his allies in power 
intend to rig and change the country's constitution in his favor, since he has not yet created a 
provisional electoral council to carry out the illegitimate elections he intends. The de facto 
prime minister's decision is of no importance, because he has no legal provision to put down 
such acts. Also, Ariel Henry has no legitimacy to act like this. Many sectors believe, the 
population must mobilize, to force the PHTK third version government to resign. Well, to 
establish a transitional government that comes from the Montana agreement, which is so far 
the best, the most plural and inclusive recovery alternative for the Haitian people and state. 

 

6.- SEVERAL SECTORS DENOUNCE ARIEL HENRY'S DECISION TO CREATE A DEMAGOGIC CEP. 

ON THURSDAY, JANUARY 27, 2022, 
THE HUMAN RIGHTS, RELIGIOUS 
AND OTHER CIVIL SOCIETY 
ORGANIZATIONS DENOUNCED DE 
FACTO PRIME MINISTER ARIEL 
HENRY'S DECISION TO CREATE AN 
ILLEGAL AND ILLEGITIMATE 
PROVISIONAL ELECTORAL COUNCIL. 

Several sectors of Haiti fix their position on the decision of de facto Prime Minister Ariel Henry 
to create a provisional electoral council. The secretary general of the Haitian Platform of 
Organizations for the Defense of Human Rights (POHDH) Alermy Piervillus denounces the 
government of Ariel Henry for this decision. According to the human rights activist: Ariel Henry 
follows the same approach as the former de facto president, Jovenel Moise, to delay the 
Country, spend money and energy creating an illegal and illegitimate Provisional Electoral 
Council. He denounces the fact that the de facto Prime Minister Ariel Henry has no will to help 
the Country out of the crisis that the PHTK regime created several years ago. On the other 
hand, the great priest of "Rasin Tonel" Haitian voodoo, Alix Compas, denounces Ariel Henry for 
continuing to dismantle all sectors of the Country, like the former president Jovenel Moise, 
causing divisions especially in the voodoo sector through a process to establish CEP demagogic. 



The question that many people ask themselves, does the right-wing and extreme-right PHTK 
regime have a plan to make paramilitary gangs perpetrate a massacre in popular 
neighborhoods, like the massacre of November 29, 1987?  

 

7.- THE INHABITANTS OF THE NORTHEAST DEPARTMENT CONTINUE SHOUTING FOR HELP 
AGAINST THE KIDNAPPING. 

ARMED BANDITS KIDNAPPED ON THURSDAY, 
JANUARY 28, 2022, 5 PEOPLE WHO WERE 
LEAVING PORT-DE-PAIX TO ENTER PORT-AU-
PRINCE. THE CRIMINALS COMMIT THIS 
KIDNAPPING ON THE COMPANY BUS (PATRICK 
COACH LINE) IN THE TOWN OF "TIBOUKAN" IN 
THE MUNICIPALITY OF GROS-MORNE, IN THE 
ARTIBONITE DEPARTMENT. 

On Thursday, January 28, 2022, armed bandits 
kidnapped 5 people on the bus (Patrick Coach Line) leaving Port-de-Paix to enter Port-au-
Prince. They committed this offense in the locality of Tiboukan, in the municipality of Gros-
morne, in the Artibonite department. According to the testimony of several people who live in 
this commune, they indicated that in recent months, armed bands and gangs kidnap several 
dozen people traveling from Port-de-Paix to Port-au-Prince. 

Although several similar violations occur in this town, from the year 2021 until today, the police 
take no action to solve this problem. The population is left to itself in this sense. This situation 
causes great fear in the people who pass through this road. 

It must be remembered that the network of Northeast Organizations gave a press conference 
to denounce the acts of kidnapping suffered by the population when buses pass through the 
Gros-morne commune. This organization declared: if the police do not take the measures to 
eliminate the gangs in this area, they will go to another level. 

 

Port-au-Prince, 29/01/2022 

Jean Waltes BIEN-AIME for Radio Resistance and Haitian Popular Press Agency (APPA) 

 
This report was elaborated with the collaboration of: Jubilee South/Americas


